Ecological stochasticity and phage induction diversify bacterioplankton communities at the microscale
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Abstract

In many natural environments, microorganisms self-assemble around heterogeneously distributed resource patches. The growth and collapse of populations on resource patches can unfold within spatial ranges of a few hundred micrometers or less, making such microscale ecosystems hotspots of biological interactions and nutrient fluxes. Despite the potential importance of patch-level dynamics for the large-scale evolution and function of microbial communities, we have not yet been able to delineate the ecological processes that control natural populations at the microscale. Here, we addressed this challenge in the context of microbially-mediated degradation of particulate organic matter by characterizing the natural marine communities that assembled on over one thousand individual microscale chitin particles. Through shotgun metagenomics, we found significant variation in microscale community composition despite the similarity in initial species pools across replicates. Strikingly, a subset of particles was highly populated by rare chitin-degrading strains; we hypothesized that their conditional success reflected the impact of stochastic colonization and growth on community assembly. In contrast to the conserved functional structures that emerge in ecosystems at larger scales, this taxonomic variability translated to a wide range of predicted chitinolytic abilities and growth returns at the level of individual particles. We found that predation by temperate bacteriophages, especially of degrader strains, was a significant contributor to the variability in the bacterial compositions and yields observed across communities. Our study suggests that initial stochasticity in assembly states at the microscale, amplified through biotic interactions, may have significant consequences for the diversity and functionality of microbial communities at larger scales.

Significance Statement

The biogeochemical consequences of the degradation of particulate organic matter by microorganisms represent the cumulative effect of microbial activity on individual microscale
resource patches. The ecological processes controlling community dynamics in these highly localized microenvironments remain poorly understood. Here, we find that complex marine communities growing on microscale resource particles diverge both taxonomically and functionally despite assembling under identical abiotic conditions from a common species pool. We show that this variability stems from bacteriophage predation and history-dependent factors in community assembly, which create stochastic dynamics that are spatially structured at the microscale. This microscale stochasticity may have significant consequences for the coexistence, evolution, and function of diverse bacterial and viral populations in the global ocean.

**Main Text**

**Introduction**

A central challenge in microbial ecology is to connect the microscale world experienced by microbial cells to observations of large-scale community functions (1, 2). In many environments – ranging from soils (3) and sediments (4) to bioreactors (5) and hosts (6) – microbes live not in homogeneous, well-mixed cultures, but rather in diverse, spatially-structured assemblages, attached to surfaces and other cells in nutrient-dense patches on the order of 100µm in size. Patches often exist in otherwise nutrient-limiting environments, creating hotspots of ecological interactions and nutrient fluxes (7, 8).

A well-known example of micron-scale ecological hotspots is marine particulate organic matter (POM), which is degraded by complex communities of bacteria, archaea, viruses, and eukaryotes (9) with global biogeochemical consequences (10) (Fig. 1a). These interacting community members can be broadly classified as primary degraders (that produce extracellular enzymes to hydrolyze particle biopolymers), exploiters and scavengers (that are facilitated by primary degraders) (11–14), and predators (such as bacteriophages (15) and grazers (16)). Although these assemblages are often ephemeral, with organisms migrating through seawater
from patch to patch, cells can undergo multiple generations of growth while residing on a single patch of nutrient-rich POM. This implies that the evolution and ecological functions of POM-associated microbes are heavily influenced by their dynamics and interactions on microscale particles. However, little is known about the processes governing community assembly at these scales.

A major obstacle to understanding the factors that control populations at the patch level is the difficulty of characterizing natural microscale communities with high replication. Microbial communities are usually sampled at spatial scales orders of magnitude larger than those relevant for microbial life (2), which homogenizes their inherent patchiness and results in inconsistent inferences about ecological interactions (1, 17). Recent technological advances now permit the sequencing of only thousands of cells (18, 19), presenting an opportunity to systematically characterize microbial populations in units more closely approximating in scale the ecological contexts experienced by microbes.

Here, we leveraged high-replicate sequencing of individual microscale communities to evaluate the outcomes of assembly processes without the confounding effects of standard sampling procedures. We employed a hybrid natural-laboratory approach that paired the complexity of environmental microbial species pools with the controllability of synthetic microparticles as discrete resource patches (11, 12). We immersed 1222 individual hydrogel particles (85.0±24.0 μm in diameter) made of chitin – a highly abundant biopolymer in marine POM (9) – in samples of seawater containing microbes in their native states, which were then enriched on particle surfaces. By incubating single particles separately under identical abiotic conditions, each one became a microenvironment harboring a replicate community assembled from initially similar species pools. We performed a comparative analysis across these microscale ecosystems to investigate the natural variability in community composition and function among particles and to identify biological processes that contribute to particle-level variability.
**Results**

**Bacterial community composition varies significantly across individual particles.**

To quantify the variation in community states across replicate microscale ecosystems, we separately incubated single chitin particles in coastal seawater sampled from a common reservoir (Fig. 1b; Methods). Assembly outcomes were assessed by removing particles from the seawater at 13 time points over the course of 167 hours, a duration that aligns with previous measurements (12, 20) of particle lifetimes (Methods). Shotgun metagenomic sequencing of individual particle-attached communities was used to construct metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs), which were annotated to infer strains’ potential ecological roles in a chitin-degrading community as primary degraders, chitooligosaccharide exploiters, or metabolic byproduct scavengers (Fig. 1b; Table S1; Methods). These MAGs served as the references for characterizing the community composition of each particle.

We found a remarkable degree of compositional variability across individual particle communities at the end of the time course (n = 149, after 154-167 hours of incubation). The distributions of taxon (MAG) relative abundances across these late-stage particles spanned more than three orders of magnitude (Fig. 2; Fig. S1a) and were approximately lognormal with a skew towards high frequencies (Fig. S2). As a result, the community states observed at the single-particle level diverged so significantly that the relative success of taxa across particles was poorly explained by their average abundances (Fig. S1b; SI Methods). To assess whether non-ecological factors, such as sampling bias in initial species pools, could have contributed to this compositional divergence, we compared the variability in communities across late-stage particles to that across unincubated aliquots of the seawater used as the inoculum (SI Methods). Inter-sample variation was significantly higher across particles than across seawater samples (Mann-Whitney U test on Aitchison distances: p = 1.3×10⁻¹³; Fig. S3), indicating that the observed variability stemmed more from the community assembly process than from differences across inocula. Because other
technical sources of noise (Methods) also did not significantly impact the measured particle compositions (Fig. S4) and all particles were chemically identical, we concluded that the variation in taxon relative abundances across particles was due to biological and ecological factors that amplified stochasticity in the initial assembly states of these communities.

The skew towards high frequencies in the relative abundance distributions implied that taxa that were rare on average became dominant on a small number of particles (Fig. 2). As a result, those particles harbored low-complexity communities (Fig. S5a-b) that diverged highly from the average particle taxonomic composition (Fig. S5c). We termed the species that displayed this phenomenon “jackpot taxa” for their simultaneous local success and global rarity (Methods). The strains in this phylogenetically broad group of organisms included members of the Enterobacterales, Cytophagales, Pseudomonadales, Flavobacterales, Rhodobacterales, Fibrobacterales, and Chitinophagales orders (Fig. S1, Table S1) and were mostly (87.9%) classified as chitin degraders. Jackpot taxa were more prevalent across late-stage particles than other taxa that were equally rare across inocula (Mann-Whitney U test: \( p = 7.1 \times 10^{-3} \); Fig. S5d), indicating that the probability of their success on particles, while influenced by their scarcity in seawater, was also determined by ecological factors during community assembly. Notably, while taxon-specific interactions did not explain the abundance patterns observed across particles (Fig. S6; SI Methods), the most variable strains were likely to be degraders enriched in genes encoding chitinases (Fig. 2; Fig. S7; coefficient of variation vs. chitinase copy number, Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.44, p = 8.5 \times 10^{-7} \)). These observations indicated that the conditional success of specialized degraders from a diverse initial species pool contributed to the differentiation of the many rare community states found at the single-particle level.

Taxonomic variability translates to divergent community-level productivity.

In contrast to the functionally similar gene content profiles predicted when microbial ecosystems are characterized at the macroscale (21, 22), we found that the communities formed on particles in individual microscale ecosystems were highly functionally divergent (Fig. 3a; Fig. S8). By the end of the time course, most particles (63.8%) – and especially particles dominated by jackpot taxa
- harbored majority-degrader communities (Fig. 3a), highlighting the importance of degraders for establishing and maintaining chitin-associated communities. However, the percentage of putative degraders on each late-stage particle was as low as 13.1% and as high as 97.3%, indicating that chitin degrading communities did not self-assemble to “optimized” or conserved ratios of ecological roles after a fixed incubation period. Read mapping to chitinase protein sequences rather than MAGs supported our interpretation that variability in the estimated proportion of degraders was not due to the use of MAGs as reference genomes (Fig. S9; SI Methods). We hypothesized that this extensive variability in community composition, primed by stochasticity in assembly processes, could have had significant consequences for overall community function.

Consistent with this hypothesis, individual particles sustained highly variable particle-attached biomass levels that were correlated with their community compositions (Fig. S10). The number of bacterial cells in each late-stage community, estimated using qPCR of the 16S rRNA region (Methods), ranged from approximately 1,000 to nearly 200,000 cells (Fig. 3b) and was strongly correlated with the overall frequency of degraders (Spearman’s $\rho = 0.45$, $p = 1.6 \times 10^{-4}$). Accordingly, particles that displayed the jackpot phenomenon had significantly higher cell counts (Fig. 3b; Mann-Whitney U test: $p = 2.3 \times 10^{-7}$), revealing that jackpot taxa were dominant not only in terms of relative abundances but also absolute abundances. The distribution of cells per particle was approximately lognormal with a skew towards low cell numbers, indicating that some particles were highly productive while others harbored small populations even by the end of the incubation, as corroborated by visualizing particle-attached cells using a DNA stain (Fig. 3c; Methods).

Importantly, the initial colonization of single particles incubated together in the same volume of seawater, rather than individually, resulted in particle-associated cell biomass that also spanned several orders of magnitude (Fig. S11; SI Methods). This variability in initial particle colonization was observed across a range of particle densities 15-140 times more concentrated than the conditions of the individual particle incubations, indicating that phenomena such as jackpot colonization are not specific to the environmental regime established in our separate microscale ecosystems. Collectively, these results suggested that a strain’s growth was highly influenced by
its assembly context, raising the question of which biological or ecological factors could explain the
large variance in species compositions and consequent yields across replicate particles.

**Predation by bacteriophages contributes to variability in community composition and yield.**

Our observation that most (63.7%) of our MAGs contained sequences homologous to those of
bacteriophages led us to investigate whether these entities impacted the abundances of bacteria
on single particles. Bacteriophages (or phages, i.e. viruses that infect bacteria) are ubiquitous and
abundant in marine ecosystems, making predation by phages one of the primary forms of top-down
control of bacterial populations (23). High viral densities have been measured on marine particles
relative to ambient seawater (15), but it is unknown to what extent this represents passive
adsorption as opposed to active proliferation with impacts on bacterial growth in a natural, particle-
associated context. Therefore, we sought to identify populations of actively replicating phages
within the single particle communities to determine if heterogeneous phage predation could explain
the variability in community composition and yield.

To detect replicating phages, we first classified contigs in our metagenomic dataset as
phage-derived or bacteria-derived using tools (24, 25) that annotate phages from mixed
metagenomes (Methods). We reasoned that contigs classified as phage-derived, especially those
belonging to the genomes of temperate phages, were likely to be binned into the MAGs of their
bacterial hosts. Phage k-mer signatures tend to be more similar to those of their specific hosts than
to those of random bacteria (25, 26), and phages in a lysogenic cycle will have the same
sequencing read coverage patterns as their hosts across samples. Therefore, phages that were
lysogenic in most single-particle communities would tend to be binned with their hosts and have
similar coverage levels, reflected in an inferred virus-to-microbial cell ratio (VMR) close to 1 (Fig.
4a, top left). In contrast, phages in a productive cycle (lytic or chronic) would have higher coverage
than their hosts because of the multiple virion copies produced per bacterial cell (27, 28) (Fig. 4a,
top right). Therefore, we considered a phage-derived contig to be productive in a sample if it was
one of the most highly covered elements of its MAG (Methods).
Through this pipeline, we identified 256 phage contigs with coverage patterns consistent with lysogenic infections in all samples and 263 phage contigs with coverage patterns consistent with productive infections in a subset of samples (Table S2). Because our approach relied on comparisons between co-binned phages and MAGs, phages that exclusively employ a lytic cycle were unlikely to be detected. The VMRs of three representative examples of lysogenic and productive phage contigs are shown for each particle in Figure 4b. Comparing the coverage patterns of phage- and bacteria-derived contigs provided evidence that variable phage coverage was not due to sequencing noise, lending confidence to our estimates of VMRs for specific phages (Fig. S12; SI Methods). Using the VMRs of individual productive phages, we calculated the total productive VMR per particle as a measure of overall phage replication in each community (Methods).

The total productive VMRs of particle-associated communities sharply increased during the early stages of particle incubation in seawater (Fig. 4c), consistent with the phenomenon of rapid bacterial growth and high host densities driving the lysogeny-lysis switch in some phages (29–33). The mean productive VMR was lowest for the initial seawater inocula and rose sharply until the middle of the incubation period (59 hours), suggesting that phages became induced as their particle-associated hosts began to grow. Concomitant with this increase in productive VMRs, we observed the accumulation of metabolites in the seawater surrounding each particle until 59 hours of incubation, followed by a decrease in metabolite concentrations (Fig. 4d; Fig. S13; Table S3; Methods). These observations could be explained by metabolite release upon the initiation of bacterial growth (34) or lysis by phages (35) and by subsequent metabolite consumption by the remaining viable bacteria (36). The coinciding timescales of metabolite liberation and rising VMRs are consistent with our hypothesis that a particle-associated lifestyle among bacteria promoted phage proliferation; therefore, we sought to assess the impact of variable phage induction on each community’s composition and consequent yield.

There was a striking negative relationship between cell counts and productive VMRs on late-stage particles (Fig. 4e main, red data: Spearman’s $\rho = -0.56$, $p = 3.3 \times 10^{-13}$), suggesting that phage predation impacted bacterial growth success on particles upon induction. The degrader
populations contributed the most to this signal, indicating that strains among this trophic level may have been especially prone to phage activation (Fig. 4e inset; Fig. S14). Importantly, jackpot degrader taxa had lower productive VMRs than non-jackpot degraders (Fig. S15a; Mann-Whitney U test: \( p = 1.3 \times 10^{-49} \)). This translated to jackpot particles having significantly lower productive VMRs than non-jackpot particles (Mann-Whitney U test: \( p = 4.3 \times 10^{-8} \)), even controlling for differences in cell counts between these groups of communities (ANCOVA: \( F(1,139) = 16.92, p = 4.1 \times 10^{-4} \), partial \( \eta^2 = 0.09 \); Fig. S15b). Therefore, jackpot degraders may have been locally successful on a minority of particles in part because they experienced less predation, supporting the hypothesis that top-down population control by phages contributed to the large variability in the bacterial compositions and thus yields observed across communities.

While cell counts were significantly correlated with both phage abundances and community compositions, these features explained, respectively, 23% (Fig. 4e) and 34% (Fig. S10) of the observed variation in yields, indicating that other factors also contributed to variable growth returns. Therefore, we sought a more general framework in which to understand the key quantitative features of the data – namely, the lognormal-like distributions of relative taxon abundances (with right skews consistent with jackpot taxa) and of absolute cell abundances (with a left skew corresponding to low-biomass communities). Incorporating (i) stochastic cell arrival on particles, (ii) degraders as population founders, and (iii) noisy growth rates into a simple mathematical model of community development on single particles was sufficient to reproduce these features (Figs. S16-S19; SI Text). Taken together with our experimental data, this model indicates that the biological processes which contribute to the stochasticity of particle colonization and growth rates – and especially those processes that affect degraders – will result in variable growth returns for strains across particles.

**Discussion**
While there is an abundance of evidence showing that the marine environment as experienced by microbial cells is biologically, chemically, and physically heterogeneous (7), characterizing the ecological processes controlling community assembly and development at these scales remains a fundamental challenge, particularly in situ. Our study takes a step toward addressing this problem using a hybrid natural-laboratory experiment that monitored the assembly outcomes of complex marine communities across hundreds of individual chitin-based resource particles. In accordance with prior work demonstrating small-scale heterogeneity on aquatic resource particles (37), we found that bacterial compositions and absolute abundances varied to such an extent across replicate particles that key community features – namely, species composition and functional potential – were not conserved. Our results contrast with those of previous studies (11, 13) that describe rapid ecological successions within particle systems that are reproducible across batches. Despite this apparent reproducibility, biomass distributions in our single-particle and our multi-particle incubations suggest that particle colonization is likely heterogeneous in both systems. Thus, the reproducible dynamics previously observed in particle systems could reflect the increasingly homogenizing effect of exchange between particles over time or the mean of a process that is highly variable on the individual-particle scale. Future work is required to determine the effect of dispersal and “cross-colonization” on the dynamics of particle systems.

Stochastic factors are anticipated to strongly influence community assembly for populations that are localized to small scales (38), such as in the microscale ecosystems on resource particles (12, 20). The first step in community assembly – the arrival of cells to a particle – is an intrinsically random process dependent on encounter probabilities. Our population dynamics model demonstrated that historical contingencies (created by stochastic arrival times and the growth dependency of non-degraders on degraders) magnified through noisy growth rates were sufficient to reproduce the distributions of bacterial abundances observed across individual particles. Because this chitin microparticle ecosystem is subject to conditions that have been shown to promote strong priority effects (e.g. a large regional species pool, rapid local growth dynamics, high resource overlap, and a dependence of late-arriving organisms on early-arriving ones) (38),
we hypothesize that biotic factors amplified this initial stochasticity in each assembly context and
influenced subsequent community development.

One key biological contributor to noisy growth returns may have been variable predation
by temperate bacteriophages. Phages became increasingly and differentially activated during
community development on particles, with elevated virus-to-microbial cell ratios (VMRs) in low-
biomass communities implicating phage-mediated lysis as one factor explaining the biomass
variability on late-stage particles. These results align with those of previous studies documenting
extensive variation in VMRs at small spatial scales (23) and an inverse relationship between VMRs
and cell densities in marine environments (39). Because phage induction was significantly less
associated with jackpot degrader strains, we hypothesize that the jackpot phenomenon –
characterized by globally rare yet locally productive degraders – was partially a reflection of lower
levels of phage-driven population collapse in those community contexts. Therefore, top-down
control by phages may link the highly variable community compositions and yields observed among
particles.

A synthesis of our mathematical model with our observations of bacterial and phage
abundances suggests a conceptual framework for key processes promoting variability in
microscale community composition and function (Fig. 5). We posit that stochastic arrival on
particles diversifies initial assembly states; that the timescale and magnitude of degrader
colonization determine the extent to which scavengers and exploiters are supported; and that
phage induction and subsequent host lysis, primarily among degraders, contribute to noisy growth
returns. Therefore, in this conceptual framework, the high-biomass jackpot particles are those in
which degraders arrive early and resist phage induction, leading to high relative and absolute
degraded abundances (Fig. 5, top). By contrast, low-biomass particles are those in which degraders
are not able to proliferate, either because phage induction leads to their population collapse (Fig.
5, middle) or because they become established on a particle relatively late (Fig. 5, bottom).

In addition to the growing body of evidence that marine aggregates can stimulate the
production of virulent phages (i.e. phages that exclusively engage in lytic cycles) (40), our study
suggests that resource particles may be replication hotspots also for temperate phages (i.e. those
that conditionally employ both lytic and lysogenic cycles). In marine environments, lysogeny is promoted under conditions that limit bacterial growth while the lytic cycle is favored during periods of high bacterial activity (29, 41, 42), indicating that rapid host growth and abundance can regulate the lysogeny-lysis switch in some temperate phages (30–33). Therefore, in a patchy nutrient landscape, temperate phages may employ lysogeny as a survival strategy when their bacterial hosts are at low densities and are foraging for nutrients, hitchhiking with their hosts onto resource particles. Robust bacterial growth on particles may induce prophages at a time when abundant host resources can be co-opted and many susceptible cells are nearby, resulting in lytic suppression of the bacterial population and the release of virions into the surrounding seawater. Factors such as the variable presence of prophages in the flexible genomes of strains growing on different particles (43), the co-occurrence of bacterial competitors that trigger induction (44, 45), and phenotypic heterogeneity resulting in differential induction (46, 47) may all contribute to the varying levels of phage activation observed on individual particles in our microscale ecosystems. Further research is required on the mechanisms underlying prophage induction in complex communities in order to understand how lysogeny and lysis on particle hotspots shape the dynamics of marine microbial communities.

Our observations of wild marine communities, though made in a laboratory setting, may provide insights on the ecosystem-level consequences of microscale stochastic assembly dynamics. First, the stochasticity in bacterial growth, amplified through spatial structuring at the microscale, may promote the maintenance of a diverse regional species pool. This is because the variability in growth returns can effectively offset differences in relative fitness between competing strains or species (48). Second, the variability in microscale community states could be reflected in larger-scale biogeochemical patterns since the cumulative process of POM degradation can be approximated as the sum of degradation events on individual particles. We found that late-stage communities did not converge to a fixed proportion of chitin degraders or to a fixed amount of biomass per particle; both measures are positively correlated with the rate of particle degradation (12), suggesting that historical contingencies in community assembly promote functional divergence (38, 49). These results contrast with those of previous studies on the replicability of
microbial community assembly at the functional level (21, 22) likely because of the homogenizing
effect of macroscale sampling. Intriguingly, the lognormal-like distribution of biomass on individual
particles aligns with observations and predictions of lognormally-distributed global marine organic
matter export and remineralization rates; these distributions may repeatedly emerge as a reflection
of the multiplicative effects of stochastic variables in ecological settings (50–52). Although our
experimental system significantly simplified the process of POM degradation in the ocean, our
approach provides a quantitative link between the microscale and larger-scale processes,
highlighting the importance of considering local variability when investigating the mechanisms
behind microbial community development in a spatially structured environment.

Materials and Methods

Abridged Methods are provided below; details and additional information are provided in SI
Methods.

Seawater collection and individual chitin particle incubation. Nearshore coastal seawater was
collected from Nahant, MA; filtered (63µm) to remove large particulate matter; gently concentrated
via centrifugation at 4000 × g for 5 minutes; and aliquoted for incubations and sequencing. Chitin
magnetic particles (New England Biolabs, #E8036L) were washed in sterile artificial seawater
(Sigma-Aldrich, #S9883) and individually selected beneath a dissecting microscope in a laminar
flow hood. Single chitin particles (85.0±24.0 µm in diameter) were transferred to sterile 96-well
plates (Thermo Fisher, #AB0600L), with one chitin particle per well. Plates were inoculated
consecutively with 175µL of filtered, centrifuged seawater per well; sealed (VWR, #89092-056);
and rotated end-over-end (7.5rpm) at room temperature. The particles in an entire plate were
harvested at each time point (after 12, 22.75, 34.5, 46, 59, 69, 82, 92, 103, 116.75, 113, 153.5, and
166.5 hours of incubation) by inspection and pipetting under a dissecting microscope in a laminar
flow hood. Each particle was transferred into sterile 96-well plates (Thermo Fisher, #AB0600L)
containing TE buffer and stored at -20°C. The seawater surrounding each harvested particle was also saved in 96-well plates and stored at -20°C.

Mock communities and negative controls. To quantify the technical error associated with creating metagenomic libraries from low DNA inputs, mock communities were simulated by combining the DNA of two strains previously isolated from a chitin particle enrichment (11). Libraries from three technical replicates of mock communities totaling 50pg or 5pg of DNA (SI Methods), as well as from six negative controls (containing only nuclease-free water), were prepared and analyzed with the same protocols used for individual chitin particle-attached communities.

DNA extraction and metagenomic sequencing. DNA extractions were performed for twelve 175µL-volume aliquots of the initial, unincubated seawater and for particles harvested after 34.5, 59, 103, 116.75, 113, 153.5, and 166.5 hours of incubation (see Table S5 for sample metadata). DNA was extracted from all samples with the Agencourt DNAdvance Genomic DNA Isolation Kit (Beckman Coulter; modifications noted in SI Methods). Metagenomic libraries were prepared with the Nextera XT DNA Library Prep Kit and index primers (Illumina) using the protocol developed by Rinke et al. (18) for low DNA inputs (SI Methods). Libraries were quantified on an Agilent 4200 TapeStation system with High Sensitivity D5000 ScreenTapes (Agilent Technologies) and pooled by time point in equimolar amounts. Sequencing was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 machine (250bp paired-end reads) at the Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research (Cambridge, MA).

Metagenome-assembled genome (MAG) generation, taxonomic assignment, and role classification. Raw sequencing reads were quality trimmed with Trimmomatic v0.36 (53). Reads mapping to the PhiX and human genomes were filtered out using BBDuk v38.16 (54) and BBMap v38.16, respectively (SI Methods). Trimmed, filtered reads that were error-corrected using BayesHammer (55) were pooled within each time point and co-assembled using MEGAHIT v1.2.9
Bins were generated with MaxBin v2.2.7 (57) and CONCOCT v1.1.0 (58); consolidated and filtered using DAS Tool v1.1.1 (59); and evaluated for completeness and contamination using CheckM v1.1.2 (60). The resulting 251 bins were used as reference MAGs (≥50% complete, ≤10% contaminated; median completeness 93.7%, median contamination 3.9%; Table S1). Highly similar MAGs obtained from separate co-assemblies were grouped into 132 clusters (SI Methods). MAG taxonomic classifications were made using GTDB-Tk v1.1.1 (61). MAGs were functionally annotated using a custom database of profile hidden Markov models (HMMs) of proteins involved in growth on chitin (SI Methods; Table S6). Ecological roles for MAGs (as degraders, chitooligosaccharide exploiters, or metabolic byproduct scavengers) were defined based on the gene content patterns observed for sequenced and phenotyped (14) strains previously isolated (11, 13) from particle enrichments (SI Methods).

**Read mapping to MAGs for relative abundance estimation.** Trimmed, filtered reads were mapped competitively against the MAGs generated from sequencing particle-attached communities, initial seawater samples, and negative controls. Read mapping was performed using the approach described in Leventhal et al. (62) (SI Methods). Reads that best mapped to predicted contaminant MAGs (SI Methods) were removed from consideration. MAG relative abundances were calculated for each sample by (1) tallying the hits to all MAGs in each MAG cluster; (2) normalizing the tally by the average genome length of all MAGs in each MAG cluster; and (3) dividing the normalized tallies for each MAG cluster by their sum for each sample. Therefore, for MAGs clustered together based on similarity, their relative abundances are represented in that of the entire MAG cluster to which they belong; this calculation circumvents the artificial underestimation of MAG relative abundances that would otherwise be obtained with a non-dereplicated reference set. The relative abundances of organisms occupying the three ecological roles (degrader, exploiter, scavenger) on each particle were calculated by summing the relative abundances of MAGs classified into each role.
Definitions of jackpot MAGs and jackpot particles. A jackpot score was calculated for each MAG cluster to quantitatively reflect the properties of rarity across most particles and dominance on a few particles (SI Methods) such that MAGs with high scores strongly displayed the jackpot phenomenon. Each particle’s jackpot score was calculated as the weighted average of MAG jackpot scores (i.e. the sum of the relative abundance of each MAG cluster multiplied by its jackpot score). Particles with high jackpot scores and low Pielou’s evenness were categorized as “jackpot particles” (SI Methods).

Bacteriophage analyses. Binned contigs were classified as phage-derived or bacteria-derived using VirSorter v1.0.3 with its RefSeqABVir database (24) and VirFinder v1.1 (25), two tools designed to detect phage sequences among mixed metagenomes (SI Methods). We used a read coverage-based approach to categorize phage-derived contigs as productive or lysogenic in particle-attached communities (Table S2; see SI Methods for analysis controls). Based on read mapping to MAGs, per-base coverage values for all binned contigs were computed with BEDTools v2.27.0 (63) and were used to calculate contig-wide average coverage values. For each MAG and for each sample, a phage-derived contig was considered to be productive if its coverage was greater than the coverage of the 95th percentile bacteria-derived contig in the same MAG; otherwise, it was considered to be lysogenic in that sample. The VMR of an individual phage contig in one sample is defined as the phage contig coverage divided by average coverage of the MAG with which it is binned (which was calculated using only the bacteria-derived contigs). Total VMRs – i.e. the total number of phage copies relative to the total number of bacterial MAG copies in an entire sample – were calculated separately for productive and lysogenic phage contigs. The total productive VMR for a sample was defined as:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\text{average coverage of productive phage contigs in MAG}_i}{\text{average MAG}_i \text{ coverage}} \right) \times (MAG_i \text{ relative abundance}) \times \frac{\text{total # phage copies (due to productive infections)}}{\text{total # bacterial genome copies}}
\]
where \( n \) is the number of MAGs found in a sample. This calculation is equivalent to

\[
\frac{\sum n(\text{average coverage of productive phage contigs in MAG}_i)}{\sum n(\text{average MAG}_i \text{ coverage})}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of MAGs found in a sample. Total lysogenic VMRs were calculated using the same formula while considering only lysogenic-annotated contigs. VMRs for each ecological role (i.e. for the subpopulation in a community that belongs to one of the three roles of degrader, exploiter, or scavenger) were calculated using the same formula considering only the MAGs of each role and their associated phages.

**Cell count estimation.** Bacterial DNA extracted from individual particle-attached communities was quantified through qPCR of the 16S rRNA gene using the Femto Bacterial DNA Quantification Kit (Zymo Research), which has a lower limit of detection of 20 fg. Two sets of standards and negative controls were included in each qPCR run. The number of bacterial cells for each particle was estimated from the absolute DNA amounts based on measurements indicating a mean of 2.5 fg DNA per bacterial cell in seawater samples (64).

**Imaging of chitin particle colonization.** Subsets of chitin particles incubated individually in seawater were stained at time points by adding the DNA stain SYTO9 (Invitrogen, #S34854) at a final concentration of 500 nM directly to the particle incubations. Particles were incubated in the dark at room temperature for 15 minutes before being mounted separately on microscope slides and imaged with a Zeiss epifluorescence microscope at 100X magnification.

**Metabolomics.** We performed untargeted metabolomics of the seawater that surrounded each harvested chitin particle and of the initial, unincubated seawater (SI Methods). We used a binary LC pump (Agilent Technologies) and an MPS2 Autosampler (Gerstel) coupled to an Agilent 6520
time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Agilent Technologies) operated in negative mode, at 2GHz, extended dynamic range, with an m/z (mass/charge) range of 50-1000. Ions (Table S3) were annotated against a curated library of metabolites present in marine microbes, based on the BioCyc database (65). For metabolites that exceeded the limit of detection (SI Methods), the intensities of each ion were normalized between 0 (the limit of detection) and 1 (the highest measured intensity of a given ion). Weighted ion intensities for each timepoint were calculated by taking the sum of all normalized intensities of ions in all samples for each timepoint.

Data Sharing Plans

All data will be made publicly available before publication. Sequencing data will be deposited to the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) as a BioProject, with raw reads uploaded to the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) and metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) uploaded to the Whole Genome Shotgun (WGS) database. All mass spectra files from the metabolomics will be accessible from MassIVE (ftp://MSV000087936@massive.ucsd.edu) before publication. MAG relative abundances for each sample and metadata for samples, MAGs, phages, and detected metabolites are provided as Supplementary Tables. All code and files used to generate figures will be made available at personal GitHub pages before publication.
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Figures

Figure 1. Modeling particulate organic matter degradation with a laboratory system of enriching of marine microbes on chitin particles. (a) Microscale marine particles are spatially-separated nutrient-rich habitats dynamically populated and degraded by complex communities of heterotrophic bacteria. The interparticle distance range is estimated from data reported in Simon et al. (16). (b) Schematic depicting experimental design and analysis. Microscale chitin particles were individually incubated in seawater, and the DNA content of particle-attached communities was quantified and submitted for shotgun metagenomic sequencing. Communities were characterized using metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs), which were classified into three predicted ecological roles for this ecosystem: chitin degraders, chitooligosaccharide exploiters, and metabolic byproduct scavengers.
Figure 2. High compositional variability across replicate late-stage particles is driven by conditionally rare degrader taxa. Relative abundances of metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs; n = 120) across late-stage particles. Smaller black dots indicate the relative abundance of each MAG per particle (n = 149). Larger white dots indicate the log$_{10}$[mean relative abundance] across the particles on which the MAG was found. MAGs are sorted from left to right by their prevalence across particles (i.e. the number of particles on which they are detected). The bars above show the number of chitinases encoded in each MAG. The annotations below show each MAG's predicted ecological role (heatmap: blue = degrader, green = exploiter, yellow = scavenger); jackpot score (heatmap: white = low, black = high); and taxonomic order (E = Enterobacterales, R = Rhodobacterales, P = Pseudomonadales, F = Flavobacterales, C = Cytophagales, O = Other). See Fig. S1 for additional details.
Figure 3. Late-stage particles diverge in community-level functional potential and biomass.

(a) Ternary plot of the relative abundances of organisms occupying the three ecological roles (degrader, exploiter, scavenger) on each late-stage particle ($n = 149$), calculated by summing the relative abundances of MAGs classified into each role. Red dots represent jackpot particles, and black ones represent non-jackpot particles. Jackpot particles harbored significantly higher degrader populations than non-jackpot particles (79.8% vs. 47.4% on average; Mann-Whitney $U$ test: $p < 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$). (b) Estimates of absolute bacterial cell counts on late-stage particles through qPCR of the 16S rRNA gene in DNA extracted from particle-attached communities. Jackpot particles (red dots) harbored significantly higher numbers of cells (Mann-Whitney $U$ test: $p = 2.3 \times 10^{-7}$) than non-jackpot particles (black dots). (c) Representative images of late-stage particles that were harvested after 167 hours of incubation in seawater and stained with the DNA-intercalating dye SYTO 9 (scale bar, 50µm). Particle-attached communities spanned a range of growth states, from sparsely to densely populated.
Figure 4. Bacteriophages become increasingly activated during community development and contribute to variability in bacterial abundances on late-stage particles. (a) Schematic of approach to detect productive phage infections from metagenomic data. Left: during lysogenic infections, prophages replicate with their bacterial hosts (virus-to-microbe ratio, VMR, \( \approx 1 \), top); lysogenic phage contigs have read coverage values similar to those of most bacterial contigs of their host MAG (bottom). Right: during productive infections, prophages replicate much more than...
their hosts (VMR >> 1, top); productive phage contigs have read coverage values much higher
than those of most bacterial contigs of their host MAG (bottom). (b) Representative examples of
phages with lysogenic coverage patterns on all late-stage particles (top three rows), and of
phages with productive coverage patterns on a subset of particles (bottom three rows). For each
phage contig, VMR is shown across late-stage particles on which each MAG is present. Gray
dots, particles on which the phage contig is not a coverage outlier; red dots, particles on which
the phage is a high coverage outlier. Dashed line: VMR = 1. (c) Total VMRs for productive
phages over time. The first time point shows productive VMRs of initial seawater samples;
subsequent time points show productive VMRs for chitin particle-attached communities incubated
in seawater. Smaller red dots, values for individual samples; larger white dots, mean VMR for
each time point. (d) Metabolomic profiles of the seawater surrounding chitin particles as a
function of incubation duration. Values are depicted in terms of fold-change at each time point
relative to the first time point (dashed line: no change). Red line (and shading): mean (±1
standard deviation) weighted ion intensity (Methods). Blue line: number of unique metabolites. (e)
Main: Absolute bacterial cell counts on late-stage particles (n = 142), estimated through qPCR,
vs. each particle’s total VMR for lysogenic phages (gray dots) and productive phages (red dots).
Cell counts were negatively correlated with productive VMRs (Spearman’s $\rho = -0.56$, $p = 3.3 \times 10^{-13}$; red line and shading: log-log linear regression and 95% confidence interval, $R^2 = 0.23$, $p = 1.3 \times 10^{-9}$). Productive and lysogenic VMRs were decoupled (red vs. gray data: Spearman’s $\rho = 0.11$, $p = 0.18$). Marginal histograms: distributions of productive VMRs (red), lysogenic VMRs (dark gray), and bacterial cell counts (light gray). Inset: Bar plot of values of Spearman’s $\rho$
between cell counts and productive VMRs of bacterial populations by ecological role (blue =
degraders, green = exploiters, yellow = scavengers; see Fig. S14b for details).
Figure 5. Conceptual model of key processes contributing to the diversification of communities on microscale particles. Schematics of community development over time are shown for three example particles, with the absolute abundances depicted for bacterial populations by ecological role (blue = degraders, green = exploiters, yellow = scavengers). Based on our conceptual model (see Discussion), high-biomass jackpot particles are those on which degraders arrive early and resist phage induction, leading to high relative and absolute degrader abundances (top). By contrast, low-biomass particles are those on which degraders are not able to proliferate, either because phage induction leads to their population collapse (middle) or because they become established on a particle relatively late (bottom).
Supplementary Information Text

Models of abundance fluctuations

Notation and context

We considered a system with $M$ MAGs and $P$ particles. Let $x_i$ be the abundance of MAG $i$ on a particle and $X = \sum_i x_i$ be the total abundance. The probability distribution $p(x)$ is the probability of observing a given vector of abundance $x$, while $p_i(x)$ is the probability that species $i$ has abundance $x$ and $P(X)$ is the probability that the total abundance is $X$. We also define $y_i = \log x_i$ and $Y = \log X$ ($\log$ means natural log everywhere).

Models #1-3 are reasonable models that nevertheless do not recapitulate the observed trends (i.e. the right-skewed distributions of relative taxon abundances [Fig. S2] and the left-skewed distribution of absolute cell abundances [Fig. 3b]), which model #4 (referenced in the main text) does reproduce.

Model #1: Stochastic arrival and exponential growth

We assume that MAGs arrive stochastically to a particle and grow exponentially with a fixed MAG-specific growth rate $r_i$. The log-abundance of MAG $i$ at time $t$ will therefore be $y_i = r_i(t - t_i^a)$, where $t_i^a$ is the arrival time of MAG $i$.

The only source of variation across particles is the intrinsic randomness in the arrival time, which is exponentially distributed with (migration) rate $\lambda_i$. If we are considering only particles where $i$ is present, the probability should be normalized between 0 and the duration of the experiment $t$, which leads to
\[ p_i(t) = \frac{\lambda_i e^{-\lambda_i t}}{1 - e^{-\lambda_i t}}. \]

One can obtain the probability of observing a MAG with log-abundance \( y_i \) at time \( t \) simply by inverting the relationship \( y_i = r_i (t - t_i^a) \):

\[ p_i(y) = \frac{\lambda_i e^{\left( -\lambda_i t + \lambda_i \frac{y}{r_i} \right)}}{1 - e^{-\lambda_i t}}, \]

and, therefore, the probability of the abundance (conditioned on being present) reads

\[ p_i(x) = \frac{\lambda_i e^{\left( -\lambda_i t \right)}}{r_i \left( 1 - e^{-\lambda_i t} \right)} x^{r_i - 1}. \]

Note that this distribution is normalized between 0 and \( \bar{x}_i = e^{r_i t} \). We can therefore rewrite this expression as

\[ p_i(x) = \frac{\lambda_i \bar{x}_i^{r_i - 1}}{r_i \bar{x}_i^{r_i - 1}}. \]

Both the arrival rate \( \lambda_i \) and the growth rate \( r_i \) differ across MAGs. We set their values by drawing them from two independent lognormal distributions. In particular, each \( \lambda_i \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, M \) was drawn from a lognormal distribution with mean \( \bar{x}_i \) and log-variance \( s_i^2 \). Similarly, each \( r_i \) was drawn from a lognormal with mean \( \bar{r} \) and variance \( s_r^2 \).

Fig. S16 shows the distribution of collapsed MAG relative abundances and the distribution of total abundances obtained with this model. Model #1 always predicts a relative log-abundance distribution with negative skewness and a total log-abundance distribution with non-negative skewness (contrary to what observed in the data; see Fig. 3b).
Model #2: Stochastic arrival and exponential growth with demographic stochasticity

Model #2 assumes that MAGs arrive on particles with rate $\lambda_i$. The population growth that follows is determined by a birth-death process with constant per-capita birth and death rates ($b_i$ and $d_i$, respectively). The (average) growth rate $r_i$ equals $b_i - d_i$.

Similar to the procedure of model #1, we assumed that the values of migration, growth, and death rates of each MAG were initialized as lognormal random variables with means $\bar{\lambda}$, $\bar{r}$, and $\bar{d}$ and log-variances $s_{\lambda}^2$, $s_{r}^2$, and $s_{d}^2$.

Fig. S17 shows that model #2 always predicts a total log-abundance distribution with positive skewness, therefore failing in reproducing the empirical shape of the total abundance distribution.

Model #3: Stochastic arrival and exponential growth with environmental stochasticity

Model #3, similarly to model #1, assumes that MAGs arrive stochastically to a particle with arrival rate $\lambda_i$ and then grow exponentially. When a MAG arrives on a particle, it starts growing exponentially. The growth rate of MAG $i$ is not fixed, equal to $r_i$ across all particles, but is itself a random variable. In particular, the growth rates of MAG $i$ across particles are normally distributed with mean $r_i$ and variance $\sigma_i^2$ proportional to the mean squared: $\sigma_i^2 = c_r^2 r_i^2$, where $c_r$ is the coefficient of variation.

As for model #1, the arrival rate $\lambda_i$ and the average growth rates $r_i$ are lognormally distributed with means $\bar{\lambda}$ and $\bar{r}$ and log-variances $s_{\lambda}^2$ and $s_{r}^2$.

Fig. S18 shows that model #3 always predicts a total log-abundance distribution with positive skewness, therefore failing in reproducing the empirical shape of the total abundance distribution.
Model #4: Exponential growth with environmental stochasticity conditioned on degrader presence

In the previous models, the growth of all MAGs was only conditioned on arrival. This assumption inevitably led to total log-abundance distributions with positive skewness, contrarily to the empirical observation of negative skewness.

Model #4 assumes that, for a particle to become viable for growth, the presence of a degrader MAG is required first. The arrival rate of a degrader is $\lambda^d$. All the cells that arrive to the particle after the first arrival of the degrader are able to grow. The time at which the population of MAG $i$ on a particle will start to grow will be $t_{c, i} = t_{d}^i + t_d$, where $t_d$ is the time of arrival of the degrader (an exponential random variable with rate $\lambda^d$) and $t_{d}^i$ is the time between arrival of the degrader and the arrival of the MAG $i$ (an exponential random variable with rate $\lambda_i$).

Starting at $t_{c, i}$, MAG $i$ will start to grow exponentially with a random, normally distributed, growth rate with mean $r_i$ and coefficient of variation $c_r$. Similar to the previous models, the arrival rate $\lambda_i$ and the average growth rates $r_i$ are lognormally distributed with means $\bar{\lambda}$ and $\bar{r}$ and log-variances $s^2_{\lambda}$ and $s^2_r$.

Fig. S19 shows that the predictions of model #4 agrees with the empirical observations. The total log-abundance distribution has a negative skewness, while the distribution of MAG relative abundances has a positive skewness. The shape of the patterns is robust across different parameters values. Only when the variation across MAGs is comparable to the growth rate fluctuations across particles ($c_r \sim s_r \sim 1$) does the total log-abundance distribution display a positive skewness.
Extended methods

Sample collection and incubation with individual chitin particles

Seawater sampling and treatment. Nearshore coastal ocean surface water samples were collected on July 15, 2017 from Canoe Beach, Nahant, MA, USA (42°25'11.5'' N, 70°54'26.0'' W). The seawater was immediately transported to Parsons Laboratory (MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA) for processing. In order to decrease the degree of dissimilarity between seawater aliquots used in incubations with chitin particles, large particulate matter was removed (using a 63µm filter), and the flow-through was concentrated via gentle centrifugation in 1L batches at 4000 × g for 5 minutes. The lower 100mL of each 1L batch was saved and pooled; aliquots of this water in 175µL volumes were either used for particle incubations or stored at -20°C for downstream DNA extraction and metagenomic sequencing.

Seawater incubation with individual chitin particles. Artificial seawater (ASW), used for washing and storing chitin particles, was prepared by dissolving 40g/L sea salts (Sigma-Aldrich, #S9883) in Milli-Q deionized water and filtering the solution through a 0.22-µm filter. Chitin magnetic particles (New England Biolabs, #E8036L) stored in 20% ethanol were washed three times (2mL particles resuspended in 50mL ASW) using a magnet to pull down the particles. Aliquots of washed chitin particles were further diluted in ASW in sterile petri dishes and individually selected beneath a dissecting microscope in a laminar flow hood. Single chitin particles were transferred in 3µL volumes of ASW into the wells of 96-well plates (Thermo Fisher, #AB0600L; UV-sterilized; free from DNase, RNase, and human DNA), with one chitin particle per well. The individual particles selected had a diameter of 85.0±24.0 µm, which was quantified from a set of 60 particles on an ImageXpress Micro Confocal (Molecular Devices). Plates containing individual particles were stored at 4°C until they were inoculated consecutively with 175µL of filtered, centrifuged seawater per well. The plates were sealed.
(VWR, #89092-056) and rotated end-over-end at 7.5 revolutions/minute at room temperature.

The particles in an entire plate were harvested at each time point (after 12, 22.75, 34.5, 46, 59, 69, 82, 92, 103, 116.75, 113, 153.5, and 166.5 hours of incubation) by pipetting the contents of each well onto a sterile petri dish and inspecting the water under a dissecting microscope in a laminar flow hood. Each particle was transferred in 1µL volumes into 96-well plates (Thermo Fisher, #AB0600L) pre-filled with 100µL of TE buffer; plates with harvested particles were stored at -20°C until downstream processing. The seawater surrounding each harvested particle was also saved in 96-well plates (Thermo Fisher, #AB0600L) and stored at -20°C until downstream processing.

**DNA extraction and metagenomic sequencing.** DNA extractions were performed for twelve 175µL-volume aliquots of the initial, unincubated seawater, as well as for particles harvested after 34.5, 59, 103, 116.75, 113, 153.5, and 166.5 hours of incubation. DNA was extracted from all samples with the Agencourt DNAdvance Genomic DNA Isolation Kit (Beckman Coulter) using reagent volumes 0.5X relative to those specified in the manufacturer’s protocol, except for the elution buffer, of which only 30µL was used for each sample to avoid over-diluting low DNA yields. Metagenomic libraries were prepared with the Nextera XT DNA Library Prep Kit and index primers (Illumina) using the protocol developed by Rinke *et al.* (1) for low DNA input samples. While the results from the protocol in Rinke *et al.* were reproducible with as little as 100fg of input DNA, the authors recommend using a minimum of 1pg as input. Based on our qPCR measurements of DNA extracted from individual particle-attached communities (as described in the Methods section “Cell count estimation”), only one of our libraries (with 0.44pg input) was created with less than 1pg DNA. The modifications to the manufacturer’s library preparation protocol included (i) diluting the Amplicon Tagment Mix 1:10 in non-DEPC-treated nuclease-free water, and (ii) increasing the number of PCR amplification cycles of the tagmented DNA from 12 to 20 cycles. Amplified libraries were purified with 0.6X AMPure XP beads. Each library was quantified on an Agilent 4200 TapeStation system with High Sensitivity D5000 ScreenTapes (Agilent Technologies) following the manufacturer’s protocol, and successfully amplified libraries were pooled by time point in equimolar
amounts. Sequencing was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 machine (250bp paired-end reads) at the Genome Technology Core of the Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research (MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA). See Table S5 for all sample metadata.

**Metagenomic analyses**

**Read pre-processing.** Raw sequencing reads were clipped (to remove adapter sequences) and trimmed for quality with Trimmomatic v0.36 (2) (parameters: LEADING:3, TRAILING:3, SLIDINGWINDOW:10:20, MINLEN:36). Reads mapping to the PhiX genome were filtered out with BBduk v38.16 (3) (parameters: k=31, hdist=1) and those mapping to the human genome (masked by Brian Bushnell at the Joint Genome Institute to prevent false positives) were identified and removed using BBMap v38.16 (parameters: minid=0.95 maxindel=3 bwr=0.16 bw=12 minhits=2 qtrim=rl trimq=10 untrim; reference genome: hg19_main_mask_ribo_animal_allplant_allfungus.fa.gz).

**Metagenome assembly, binning, and MAG taxonomic assignment.** Default parameters were used for all tools unless otherwise specified. Trimmed, filtered reads were error-corrected using BayesHammer (4) (a component of the SPAdes v3.13.0 pipeline) in order to improve contig assembly. Reads within each time point were pooled and co-assembled using MEGAHIT v1.2.9 (5). Assembled contigs at least 1kb in length were binned using two complementary tools – MaxBin v2.2.7 (6) and CONCOCT v1.1.0 (7). To provide CONCOCT with coverage estimates, error-corrected reads were mapped to contigs using Bowtie 2 v2.3.4.1 (8) with the parameters and approach described in Leventhal et al. (9). Bins generated with MaxBin and CONCOCT were consolidated and filtered using DAS Tool v1.1.1 (10) and evaluated for completeness and contamination with CheckM v1.1.2 (11). The resulting 251 bins that were at least 50% complete and at most 10% contaminated were used as reference MAGs, with median completeness and contamination values of 93.7% and 3.9%, respectively, across this set of MAGs (Table S1). Taxonomic classifications from the Genome Taxonomy Database
were assigned to MAGs using GTDB-Tk v1.1.1 (13). Highly similar MAGs obtained from separate co-assemblies were identified and clustered through a pipeline developed by Dr. Jakob Russel for performing whole-genome comparisons of each MAG against all others with BLAT v36x2 (14). Briefly, a similarity score was calculated for each MAG relative to another by dividing the combined length of its contigs at least 98% identical to those in the compared MAG by the combined length of all its contigs. A threshold for distinguishing high similarity scores from low ones was determined using Otsu’s method (15) with code derived from the R (16) package EBImage (17). 132 clusters of MAGs with mutually high similarity scores were identified, and all MAGs in each cluster had consistent GTDB-based taxonomic assignments. For one MAG cluster, one of the MAGs was classified as a different genus from the other MAGs; this MAG was separated from the cluster. We chose to consider clustered MAGs as a unit, rather than to dereplicate them, in order to retain potential strain-level microdiversity in our reference set.

**MAG ecological role assignments.** For each MAG, protein-coding genes were predicted and translated using Prodigal v2.6.3 (18). Predicted protein sequences were compared to a custom database of profile hidden Markov models (HMMs) of proteins involved in growth on chitin using the `hmmsearch` function of HMMER v3.3 with default parameters (19). Publicly-available HMMs were downloaded from the Pfam v33.1 (20) or TIGRFAM v15.0 databases (21) (see Table S6 for accession numbers). Custom HMMs were made by identifying experimentally-verified proteins of interest (22, 23), finding their homologs in the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot v2020_06 database (24), creating a seed alignment using MAFFT v7 with default parameters (25, 26), and building the profile HMMs using the `hmmbuild` function of HMMER with default parameters (see Table S6 for details on each custom HMM). Protein-coding sequences were annotated based on the `hmmsearch` results if the protein length was at least 100 amino acids, the independent E-value was less than $1 \times 10^{-6}$, and the domain score was greater than 30. Only the most significant annotation was used for each protein sequence. Gene copy numbers were calculated for each MAG by tallying the number of annotations made for each protein group.
(Table S1). Ecological roles (as degraders, chitooligosaccharide exploiters, or metabolic byproduct scavengers) for MAGs were defined based on the gene content patterns observed for strains previously isolated from particle enrichments (27, 28), fully sequenced, and phenotyped according to their abilities to grow on colloidal chitin, chitobiose, and GlcNAc (29). MAGs were classified as degrader genomes if they encoded at least 1 chitinase and at least 1 copy of any of the following genes: GlcNAc-specific methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein (MCP), GlcNAc-specific phosphotransferase system IIBC component (PTS), GlcNAc-specific TonB-dependent transporter (TBDT), N,N'-diacetylchitobiose phosphorylase, beta-N-acetylhexasaminidase, or GlcNAc kinase. MAGs were classified as exploiter genomes if they encoded 0 chitinases and had at least one of the following characteristics: more than 1 copy of beta-N-acetylhexasaminidase or at least 1 copy of MCP, PTS, TBDT, or N,N'-diacetylchitobiose phosphorylase. MAGs were classified as scavenger genomes if they encoded 0 chitinase, MCP, PTS, TBDT, and N,N'-diacetylchitobiose phosphorylase copies, and 1 or fewer copies of beta-N-acetylhexasaminidase. If MAGs clustered by similarity were assigned different ecological roles by these heuristics, then either (i) the role assigned to all MAGs defaulted to the role of the MAG with the lowest contamination and/or highest completeness (which occurred for 4 MAG clusters), or (ii) the MAG cluster was split into two subclusters (which occurred for 5 MAG clusters); these discrepancies are indicated in Table S1. Following this MAG cluster curation, there were a total of 138 MAG clusters.

Read mapping to MAGs for relative abundance estimation. All trimmed, filtered reads were mapped competitively against the MAGs created from sequencing particle-attached communities; the initial, unincubated seawater; and the negative controls (see the Methods section "Mock communities and negative controls"). Samples with fewer than 100,000 trimmed, filtered reads were excluded from analyses. Read mapping was performed using Bowtie 2 v2.3.4.1 (8) with the parameters and approach described in Leventhal et al. (9) and post-processed using SAMtools v1.7 (30). Reads that best mapped (based on alignment scores) to MAGs obtained from the negative controls (which were contaminants from laboratory reagents
and to MAGs obtained from particle sequences that were also likely environmental contaminants (indicated in Table S1; determined through a literature search of each strain’s taxonomy in studies of the marine environment) were removed from consideration when estimating community compositions. To avoid artifactually double-counting hits from paired reads, only the best hit of the forward read was considered for read pairs that survived trimming and quality filtering. Hits to completely bacteriophage-derived contigs (as opposed to prophages integrated into bacterial genome contigs) were also excluded from estimates of MAG relative abundances (see the Methods section “Bacteriophage analysis”). To minimize spurious detection, MAGs were considered to be “present” in a sample if they recruited at least 0.05% of the reads in a sample; for MAGs that recruited reads below this threshold in a sample, their abundance was set to 0 for that sample. MAG relative abundances for MAGs above this threshold were calculated for each sample by (1) tallying the hits to all MAGs in each MAG cluster; (2) normalizing the tally by the average genome length of all MAGs in each MAG cluster; and (3) dividing the normalized tallies for each MAG cluster by their sum for each sample. Therefore, for MAGs clustered together based on similarity (see the Methods section “Metagenome assembly, binning, and MAG taxonomic assignment”), their relative abundances are represented in that of the entire MAG cluster to which they belong; this calculation circumvents the artificial underestimation of MAG relative abundances that would otherwise be obtained with a non-dereplicated reference set. The relative abundances of organisms occupying the three ecological roles (degrader, exploiter, scavenger) on each particle were calculated by summing the relative abundances of MAGs classified into each role. Based on information gathered from relative abundance estimation, particles harvested at 113 hours post-inoculation were excluded from analyses because of a clear batch effect at that time point characterized by high abundances of MAG Serratia_liquefaciens93 (96.7% of particles on which Serratia_liquefaciens93 was at least 10% abundant were from t=113h, which included 98.9% of particles from that time point; this MAG was also the most abundant MAG on 81.1% of particles from t=113h and was not the most abundant MAG on any particles from other time points; see Table S7).
Comparison of variability in seawater vs. particle-associated communities. Inter-sample variability was estimated as the Aitchison distance between the community compositions of pairs of samples (i.e. the Euclidian distance between center log-ratio-transformed MAG relative abundance vectors). Aitchison distances were calculated between aliquots of the initial, unincubated seawater and between late-stage particle communities separately, and the distributions of distances between all pairs of samples were compared to each other.

Definitions of jackpot MAGs and jackpot particles. A jackpot score was calculated for each MAG cluster to quantitatively reflect the properties of rarity across most particles and dominance on a few particles. Based on relative abundances across late-stage particles, each MAG’s jackpot score was defined as:

\[
\text{(coefficient of variation of relative abundances) \times (\# particles on which MAG is the most abundant) \times (highest relative abundance achieved)} \div \text{(# particles on which MAG is present)}^2
\]

Therefore, MAGs with high scores strongly display the jackpot phenomenon, whereas MAGs with low scores do not. The jackpot score for each particle was calculated as the weighted average of MAG jackpot scores (i.e. the sum of the relative abundance of each MAG cluster multiplied by its jackpot score). Each particle’s jackpot score was compared to its species evenness (calculated as Pielou’s evenness, i.e. the Shannon diversity index divided by the natural logarithm of species richness) with the expectation that particles that most strongly display the jackpot phenomenon have low species evenness. Particles were defined as “jackpot particles” if they have jackpot scores that exceed the threshold value above which log-transformed values of species evenness drop sharply (Fig. S5a); this value corresponds to the 60th percentile of jackpot particle scores. For comparing the binary categories of “jackpot degraders” and “non-jackpot degraders” (Fig. S15a), ”jackpot degraders” were those MAGs that had jackpot scores greater than zero and that were present on less than 75% of late-stage particles; this thresholding was done in order to exclude the MAG clusters Serratia13 and...
Fibrobacterales5 that had very low yet non-zero jackpot scores because of their high relative abundances on many particles (see Tables S1 and S7).

**Calculation of the percent variance explained in MAG abundances on individual particles by the MAG abundances theoretically obtained by sequencing particles in bulk.**

To evaluate the extent to which community compositions at the single particle level diverged from that of a "bulk" measurement theoretically obtained by sequencing all particles together, we calculated “bulk” MAG abundances by (1) normalizing the mapped read counts to each MAG cluster by the total number of read counts for each sample; (2) summing the counts for each MAG cluster across samples; (3) normalizing the sum across samples by the average genome length of all MAGs in each MAG cluster; and (4) dividing the length-normalized counts for each MAG cluster by their sum. (These “bulk” MAG relative abundances are equivalent to the mean MAG relative abundances calculated across all particles, including those particles where MAGs are absent.) The percent variance in the abundance ranks of MAGs on single particles explained by the abundance ranks for the theoretical bulk measurement was calculated for each particle as the square of the Pearson correlation coefficient (between each individual vs. the bulk abundance rank), multiplied by 100.

**Multivariate analysis.** We inferred the number of conditional dependencies between MAGs from the estimated inverse covariance matrix of center log-ratio-transformed MAG relative abundances, repeating this process for 1000 randomizations of the data in which we permuted particle labels for each MAG but retained their abundance distributions. The inverse covariance matrices were estimated using a graphical lasso approach with the R package glasso (31) for several values of the regularization parameter (ρ = 0.005, ρ = 0.001, ρ = 0.0005, and ρ = 0.0001). 

**Read mapping to chitinases and calculating the chitinase-weighted means.** To evaluate whether the use of MAGs as reference genomes could have biased our estimate of the
degrader population relative abundances in particle-attached communities, reads were also
mapped to a reference set of chitinase genes (regardless of binning). All assembled contigs
(binned and unbinned) were annotated for chitinase genes using the HMM-based approach
described in the Methods section “MAG ecological role assignments.” A custom DIAMOND
database of 3,370 translated chitinase genes was created using the makedb function of
DIAMOND v0.9.10.111 (32) with default parameters. Because of the high sequence diversity
of chitinase genes, we chose to make this custom database so that the chitinase sequences
used as references would be representative of those found in this experiment. Trimmed,
quality-filtered reads were mapped to this database using the blastx function of DIAMOND with
default parameters. To avoid artifactually double-counting hits from paired reads, only the best
hit of the forward read was considered for read pairs that survived trimming and quality filtering.
Only the most significant hit was counted for each read and only if the E-value was less than
or equal to $1\times10^{-25}$. The number of such hits was tallied for each sample and divided by the
number of trimmed, quality-filtered reads used in the mapping step to yield the percent of reads
in each sample mapping to chitinase genes (Table S5). If the degrader population relative
abundance estimated by MAGs were a consistent approximation of the true degrader
population abundance, then the wide range in the number of chitinases encoded in each
degraded MAG (Table S1) would be reflected in the percent of reads in each community
mapping to chitinase genes. Therefore, the community-weighted mean (CWM) for chitinases
was calculated as another comparison to the percent of reads mapping to chitinases. The
chitinase CWM was calculated by multiplying the relative abundance of each degrader MAG
(or MAG cluster) by the number of chitinases encoded in it (or the mean number of chitinases
for a MAG cluster), and finally by summing these values.

**Bacteriophage analysis.**

**Identifying phage-derived contigs.** Binned contigs assembled from our metagenomic
dataset were first classified as phage-derived or bacteria-derived using tools designed to
detect phage sequences among mixed metagenomes – namely, (i) VirSorter v1.0.3 (33) via the CyVerse platform (www.cyverse.org; National Science Foundation Awards DBI-0735191, DBI-1265383, DBI-1743442) using its RefSeqABVir database and default parameters; and (ii) VirFinder v1.1 (34) with default parameters. Contigs were classified as phage-derived if they met one of the following standards as employed in Gregory et al. (35): (i) they were classified by VirSorter as Category 1 or 2 (complete phage contig, higher confidence); (ii) they were classified by VirFinder with a score ≥ 0.9 and p-value < 0.05; or (iii) they were classified both by VirSorter as Category 3 (complete phage contig, lower confidence) and by VirFinder with a score ≥ 0.7 and p-value < 0.05.

Identifying productive vs. lysogenic phage-derived contigs. We used a read coverage-based approach to categorize phage-derived contigs as productive or lysogenic in particle-attached communities. Phages in a productive cycle in a particular sample would have a higher coverage than the bacterial contigs of the MAG with which they were binned because of the multiple virion copies produced per bacterial cell. In contrast, phages in a lysogenic cycle would have coverage values comparable to those of the bacterial contigs of the MAG with which they were binned. We reasoned that contigs classified as phage-derived, especially those belonging to the genomes of temperate phages, were likely to be binned into the MAGs of their bacterial hosts because: i) phage k-mer signatures tend to be more similar to those of their specific hosts than to those of random bacteria (34, 36, 37); ii) phages in a lysogenic cycle will have the same sequencing read coverage patterns as their hosts across samples; and iii) accordingly, both of the binning algorithms we employed clustered contigs based on their tetranucleotide frequencies and their coverage levels across multiple samples. Because our approach relied on comparisons between co-binned phages and MAGs, we considered in our analyses only phage-classified contigs at least 5kb in length, since the likelihood of mis-binning decreases with increasing contig length.
Based on read mapping to MAGs (see the Methods section “Read mapping to MAGs for relative abundance estimation”), per-base coverage values for all binned contigs were computed with the genomecov function of BEDTools v2.27.0 (38) and were used to calculate contig-wide average coverage values. For each MAG and for each sample, a phage-derived contig was considered to be productive if its coverage was greater than the coverage of the 95th percentile bacteria-derived contig in the same MAG. A phage derived-contig was considered to be lysogenic in a sample if its coverage did not exceed the coverage of the 95th percentile bacteria-derived contig in the same MAG. Through this pipeline, we identified 263 phage contigs with coverage patterns consistent with productive infections in a subset of samples and 256 phage contigs with coverage patterns consistent with lysogenic infections in all samples (Table S2).

**Calculating virus-to-microbial cell ratios (VMRs).** The VMR of an individual phage contig in one sample is defined as the phage contig coverage divided by average coverage of the MAG with which it is binned (which was calculated using only the bacteria-derived contigs). Total VMRs – i.e. the total number of phage copies relative to the total number of bacterial MAG copies in an entire sample – were calculated separately for productive and lysogenic phage contigs. The total productive VMR for a sample was defined as:

\[
\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\text{average coverage of productive phage contigs in MAG}_i}{\text{average MAG}_i \text{ coverage}} \right) \times (\text{MAG}_i \text{ relative abundance})}{\text{total # phage copies (due to productive infections)}} = \frac{\text{total # phage copies (due to productive infections)}}{\text{total # bacterial genome copies}}
\]

where \(n\) is the number of MAGs found in a sample. This calculation is equivalent to
\[
\frac{\sum n \text{(average coverage of productive phage contigs in MAG}_i\text{)}}{\sum i \text{(average MAG}_i\text{ coverage)}}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of MAGs found in a sample. Similarly, the total lysogenic VMR for a sample was defined as

\[
\sum i \left[ \frac{\text{(average coverage of lysogenic phage contigs in MAG}_i\text{)}}{\text{average MAG}_i\text{ coverage}} \times (\text{MAG}_i\text{ relative abundance}) \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{\text{total # phage copies (due to lysogenic infections)}}{\text{total # bacterial genome copies}}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of MAGs found in a sample. VMRs for each ecological role (i.e. for the subpopulation in a community that belongs to one of the three roles of degrader, exploiter, or scavenger) were calculated using the same formulas as above while considering only the MAGs of each role and their associated phages. When calculating total VMRs, we used the average coverage value of all phage contigs in each MAG (rather than the sum of the coverage values for all phage contigs in each MAG) to obtain a more conservative estimate of phage copy number. For example, if two phage contigs belonged to the same phage genome but did not overlap in sequence, they would appear to be two separate phages; thus, using their sum would double the apparent phage copy number, while using their average would provide a more accurate representation of their abundance.

\textit{Analysis controls.} Given that read coverage from metagenomic data is often noisy, it is conceivable that phage contigs identified as “productive” have high coverage relative to their associated bacterial MAGs simply due to sequencing noise. We performed two analyses to examine this possibility. Firstly, we considered that because productive phages
are identified based on coverage, there is a chance that more productive phages would be found in samples with more reads. (Ensuring that this is not the case is one of the controls used in Kieft et al. (39), which also employs a coverage-based method for finding productive phages in mixed metagenomes.) Therefore, we calculated the Spearman’s correlation coefficient between the number of reads in a sample and the number of phage-derived contigs with coverage values above the 95th percentile for their MAG (as described in the Methods section “Identifying productive vs. lysogenic phage-derived contigs”). We calculated these correlations for samples within time points to avoid spurious correlations created by systematic differences in the number of reads obtained across time points. The phage contigs from the MAGs that showed a significant correlation (p < 0.05) were excluded from analyses. Secondly, for each sample, we compared the average coverage of all phage-derived contigs (≥ 5kb) with coverage values above the 95th percentile for their MAG with the average coverage of all bacteria-derived contigs (≥ 5kb) with coverage values above the 95th percentile for their MAG. If the high coverage phage contigs have comparable average coverage to the bacterial contigs, that would indicate that the phage contigs had high coverage only due to sequencing noise. The average bacterial coverage is larger than the average phage coverage in only 2.0% (3/149) of late-stage particles (Fig. S12). Therefore, for samples with high total productive VMRs, phage contigs with high coverage values likely represent phages that were replicating more than their bacterial hosts, rather than representing contigs with randomly higher coverage values.

Mock communities and negative controls. In order to quantify the technical error associated with creating metagenomic libraries from low DNA inputs, mock communities were simulated by combining the DNA of two strains isolated from a previous chitin particle enrichment experiment using seawater from the same location sampled for this project (27). The total genomic DNA of *Vibrio splendidus* strain 1A01 (BioProject #PRJNA414740, Accession #PDUR00000000) and *Maribacter sp.* 6B07 (BioProject #PRJNA414740, Accession #PDUT00000000) was extracted using the MasterPure DNA Purification Kit (Epicentre), and double-stranded DNA content was
quantified using the Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay Kit (Invitrogen). The DNA of each strain was mixed in equimolar amounts and serially diluted to either 50pg or 5pg total (to include a range of expected DNA input concentrations from extractions of communities attached to single chitin particles). Metagenomic libraries from three technical replicates of each concentration, as well as from six negative controls (containing only nuclease-free water), were prepared using the same protocol used for individual chitin particle-attached communities (as described in the Methods section “DNA extraction and metagenomic sequencing”). The results from the mock community sequencing are shown in Fig. S4. Of the six negative control libraries, only three amplified; the MAGs recovered from these samples included _Delftia acidivorans_ and a _Brevundimonas sp._, which belong to taxonomic groups previously found as contaminants in laboratory reagents used in DNA extractions and sequencing (40, 41). These MAGs were included as references for the metagenomic analysis, and the reads best mapping to them (based on alignment scores) were removed from consideration when estimating community compositions.

**Cell count estimation.** Bacterial DNA extracted from individual particle-attached communities was quantified through qPCR of the 16S rRNA gene using the Femto Bacterial DNA Quantification Kit (Zymo Research), which has a lower limit of detection of 20fg. Two sets of standards and negative controls were included in each qPCR run. The number of bacterial cells for each particle was estimated from the absolute DNA amounts based on measurements indicating a mean of 2.5fg DNA per bacterial cell in seawater samples (42).

**Metabolomics experiments and analyses.** We performed untargeted metabolomics of the seawater that surrounded each chitin particle (after removing the chitin particles at each time point) and of the initial, unincubated seawater (t=0). All samples were first diluted 1:100 in nuclease-free water (in two serial 1:10 dilutions). We used a binary LC pump (Agilent Technologies) and an MPS2 Autosampler (Gerstel) coupled to an Agilent 6520 time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Agilent Technologies) operated in negative mode, at 2GHz, extended dynamic range, with an m/z (mass/charge) range of 50-1000. The mobile phase consisted of isopropanol:water (60:40, v/v) pH
9, with the addition of 5mM ammonium fluoride and a flow rate of 150 μl/min. Raw data were processed and analyzed using preprocessing raw mass spectrometry data functions contained in the bioinformatics toolbox of MATLAB (43, 44). We detected 5714 ions, of which 121 were annotated against a curated library of metabolites that are present in marine microbes, based on the BioCyc database (45). Certain ions were matched with multiple isomeric or isobaric compounds (as noted in Table S3). Detectable metabolites were those with ion intensities that passed the detection threshold above the inoculum [sample ion intensity > (mean ion intensity at t=0) + (3*standard deviation of ion intensity at t=0)]. For metabolites that exceeded the limit of detection, the intensities of each ion were normalized between 0 and 1, where 0 is the limit of detection and 1 is the highest intensity measured of a given ion. Weighted ion intensities for each timepoint were calculated by taking the sum of all normalized intensities of ions in all samples for each timepoint.

Sample collection and incubation with many chitin particles. Seawater was collected on the day of the experiment from Canoe Beach, Nahant, MA, USA (42°25'11.5'' N, 70°54'26.0'' W), the same source as seawater used elsewhere in this study. Chitin magnetic particles (New England Biolabs, #E8036S) were collected on a 40µm cell strainer then passed through a 100µm cell strainer to restrict the size range of the particles to 40-100µm (Corning). The size selected particles were then resuspended in 0.2µm-filtered natural seawater to create three suspensions: 807±99 particles/mL (± indicates standard deviation, n = 3), 182±28 particles/mL (sd, n = 3), or 88±3 particles/mL (sd, n = 3). Unfiltered natural seawater, containing microbes, was left undiluted, or diluted 1:10, or diluted 1:100 into 0.2µm-filtered natural seawater to create three different initial densities of bacterioplankton. All combinations of particles and cells were combined by adding 5mL particle mixture to 10mL cell mixture to create a matrix of 9 separate conditions. Particle/cell mixtures were incubated in 15mL polystyrene tubes (Falcon) with end-over end rotation at a rate of 8 revolutions/minute on a Stuart SB3 rotator at room temperature (21-25°C).

Imaging and quantification of chitin particle colonization by natural seawater bacteria. For the experiment incubating chitin particles individually in seawater (see the Methods section
“Seawater incubation with individual chitin particles”), at each time point, the communities on a subset of particles (that were not sequenced) were stained with the DNA stain SYTO9 (Invitrogen, #S34854) at a final concentration of 500nM. SYTO9 was added directly to the wells containing the particles and seawater, which were subsequently incubated in the dark at room temperature for 15 minutes before the individual chitin particles were harvested (as described in the Method section “Seawater incubation with individual chitin particles”) and mounted separately on microscope slides. Particles were imaged with a Zeiss epifluorescence microscope at 100X magnification. For the experiment incubating many particles together in seawater (see the Methods section “Sample collection and incubation with many chitin particles”), after 24 hours of incubation, 200µl samples of each condition were stained with SYTO9 at a final concentration of 5µM. The SYTO9-stained samples were transferred to a black-walled Greiner Bio-One μClear 96-well plate. Samples were imaged on an ImageXpress Micro Confocal (Molecular Devices) in widefield mode using a Nikon 10x Plan Apo lambda objective (NA 0.45) and FITC filter (ex 482/35, em 536/40, dichroic 506 nm) with blue LED illumination from a Lumencore Light Engine. Nine fields of view capturing the entire well were acquired to quantify all particles present in each well. For chitin particles incubated both individually and in bulk, a custom analysis script was written in MATLAB vR2019a (The Mathworks) to quantify the area of each chitin particle colonized by cells. The code defines chitin particle area, and the area of each particle covered by cells using intensity-based thresholds. Code and original data will be publicly available before publication at the following GitHub page: https://github.com/jaschwartzman/seawater colonize
Fig. S1. Taxonomic abundances averaged across particles do not represent the compositions of communities on individual particles. (a) Extended version of Fig. 2. Relative abundances of metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs; \( n = 120 \)) across late-stage particles. Smaller black dots indicate the relative abundance of each MAG per particle (\( n = 149 \)). Larger black
circles indicate the log_{10}[mean relative abundance] across the particles on which the MAG was found. Larger red circles indicate the log_{10}[mean relative abundance] across all the particles (i.e. the MAG abundances for a theoretical bulk measurement aggregating all particles). MAGs are sorted from left to right by their prevalence across particles (i.e. the number of particles on which they are detected). The bars above show the average number of chitinases encoded in each cluster of highly similar MAGs (see Methods). The annotations below show each MAG’s taxonomic ID (matching Table S1); predicted ecological role (heatmap: blue = degrader, green = exploiter, yellow = scavenger); jackpot score (heatmap: white = low, black = high); and taxonomic order (E = Enterobacterales, R = Rhodobacterales, P = Pseudomonadales, F = Flavobacterales, C = Cytophagales, O = Other). (b) Histogram of the percent variance explained in the abundance ranks of MAGs on each late-stage particle by the abundance ranks for a theoretical bulk measurement aggregating all particles (which is equivalent to the average abundance across all particles). If the MAG abundance rank of a single particle’s community matched that of the theoretical average, the percent variance explained would be 100% (right dashed line); however, the ensemble scale explained only an average of 11.7% (left dashed line) of the variance in abundance ranks at the single particle level.
Fig. S2. Distributions of MAG relative abundances on late-stage particles are approximately lognormal and right-skewed (i.e. towards high frequencies). Distributions are shown as Gaussian kernel density estimates for MAGs present on at least 10 late-stage particles. The area under each curve equals one.
**Fig. S3.** **Taxonomic variability in the initial seawater does not significantly account for variability observed across late-stage particles.** (a) Distributions of the Aitchison distances (Methods) calculated between all pairs of communities on late-stage particles ($n = 149$, red histogram) and between all pairs of aliquots of unincubated, initial seawater ($n = 12$, blue histogram). Dashed vertical lines represent the means of each distribution. Late-stage particles were significantly more dissimilar from one another than initial seawater samples (Mann-Whitney U test: $p = 1.3 \times 10^{-13}$). (b) The amount of inter-sample variability detected could depend on sample size, and many more pairs of particles than pairs of seawater samples were assessed in (a). Therefore, we calculated the Aitchison distances between random subsets of 12 late-stage particles and compared those distributions to that of the seawater samples. Small points represent inter-particle Aitchison distances calculated for 100 random subsets (each with its own point color), and black dots indicate the mean value for each subset. The inter-particle distances for each subset are plotted against the $p$-value from a Mann-Whitney $U$ test comparing the particle and seawater distributions. The dashed vertical line indicates the mean Aitchison distance between seawater samples (the same value as in the blue histogram in (a)). For all particle subsets, inter-particle distances were significantly higher than inter-seawater distances.
Mock communities sequenced with same protocols as particle-attached communities show relatively little deviation from expected strain abundances. See Methods for details on the preparation of the mock communities, which contained equal proportions of *Marinobacter* sp. 6B07 genomic DNA and *Vibrio* sp. 1A01 genomic DNA. Relative abundances estimated from metagenomic libraries prepared using 50 pg of input DNA showed 5.2% error, whereas libraries prepared with 5 pg of input DNA showed 14.9% error.
Fig. S5. Communities on jackpot particles are dominated by globally rare and locally abundant strains. (a) Particles were defined as "jackpot particles" if they had high jackpot scores (indicating high relative abundances of jackpot taxa; see Methods for details). Each dot represents one late-stage particle (n = 149), and the red dashed line indicates the particle jackpot score threshold above which log-transformed values of Pielou's species evenness drop sharply. (b) The effective species numbers (calculated from the Shannon diversity index) within each ecological role. Each smaller dot represents a late-stage particle (n = 149), and dot color indicates whether the particle was a jackpot particle (red) or a non-jackpot particle (black). Larger white dots represent...
the mean of each distribution. The diversity on jackpot particles was significantly lower than on non-jackpot particles for each of the roles (Mann-Whitney U test: degraders $p = 1.6 \times 10^{-2}$, exploiters $p = 2.8 \times 10^{-2}$, scavengers $p = 1.1 \times 10^{-2}$). (c) Community diversity (represented as effective species number, calculated from the Shannon diversity index) was inversely correlated (Spearman’s $\rho = -0.68$, $p < 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$) with the Aitchison distance between the community composition observed on each particle and the composition of the theoretical average particle (see larger red circles in Fig. S1a). Each dot represents a late-stage particle ($n = 149$), and dot color indicates whether the particle was a jackpot particle (red) or a non-jackpot particle (black; see Methods for definitions). Jackpot particle communities were significantly less diverse (Mann-Whitney U test: $p = 3.8 \times 10^{-10}$) and more divergent from the theoretical average particle (Mann-Whitney U test: $p = 3.0 \times 10^{-8}$) than non-jackpot particles. (d) Jackpot taxa (left panel) were significantly more prevalent across late-stage particles (Mann-Whitney U test: $p = 7.1 \times 10^{-3}$) than non-jackpot taxa (right panel) that were equally rare across aliquots of the initial, unincubated seawater (prevalence in seawater samples, Mann-Whitney U test: $p = 0.33$; mean abundance in seawater samples, Mann-Whitney U test: $p = 0.49$). Each point represents a MAG that was detected on fewer than half of the seawater aliquots, with the point color and shape indicating its predicted ecological role (blue circle = degrader, green triangle = exploiter, yellow square = scavenger).
**Fig. S6. Late-stage particles exhibit little specific taxonomic structure.** For the observed data, as well as for 1000 randomizations of the data, we inferred the number of conditional dependencies between taxa from the estimated inverse covariance matrix of center log-ratio-transformed relative abundances across late-stage particles. The inverse covariance matrices were calculated using a graphical lasso approach with a regularization parameter of (a) $\rho = 0.005$, (b) $\rho = 0.001$, (c) $\rho = 0.0005$, or (d) $\rho = 0.0001$. Each plot shows the distribution of the number of conditional dependencies (with strengths ≥ 0.2 or ≤ -0.2) between MAGs inferred for the randomizations of the data. The red lines indicate the number of conditional dependencies (with strengths ≥ 0.2 or ≤ -0.2) inferred from the observed data. The blue lines indicate thresholds beyond which values are considered outliers relative to the distribution calculated for the randomized datasets (using the interquartile range [IQR] method – left lines indicate the value of $[Q_1 - 1.5 \times IQR]$, and right lines indicate the value of $[Q_3 + 1.5 \times IQR]$). The choice of the regularization parameter in the analyses...
used to estimate the number conditional dependencies between taxa resulted in more strong
associations being inferred for the observed communities than the randomized ones only when a
trivially small number of associations were inferred (panel a). Therefore, in terms of the number of
strain-specific associations, the observed particles were either indistinguishable from, or less
structured than, random communities.
There was a significant positive correlation between the coefficients of variation of MAG relative abundances across late-stage particles and the number of chitinase genes encoded in MAGs (Spearman’s $\rho = 0.44$, $p = 8.5 \times 10^{-7}$; calculated for 120 MAGs across 149 particles). Each open dot represents a MAG, with the color indicating its predicted ecological role (blue = degrader, green = exploiter, yellow = scavenger). (b) Comparison of the number of chitinase genes encoded by each MAG when considering contigs $\geq 10$kb (which are binned more reliably than shorter contigs) vs. considering contigs $\geq 1$kb (the minimum length of binned contigs). There was a strong correlation between chitinase copy numbers when considering contigs $\geq 10$kb vs. contigs $\geq 1$kb (Pearson’s $r = 0.70$, $p < 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$), lending confidence to estimates of high chitinase copy numbers in certain bins. Dot sizes indicate the number of MAGs at each coordinate.
Fig. S8. The proportion of predicted degraders on particles increases and becomes more variable over time. The relative abundances of the predicted ecological roles (degrader = blue, exploiter = green, scavenger = yellow) on particles harvested after varying incubation durations were calculated by summing the relative abundances of MAGs classified into each role. Points indicate mean values across particles at each time point, with shading representing ±1 standard deviation. The number of particles considered at each time point were (in order from early to late) 88, 88, 80, 90, 76, and 73.
Fig. S9. The wide range of degrader population relative abundances estimated for late-stage particles holds when genes are used as read mapping references rather than MAGs. Conceivably, the use of MAGs as reference genomes could have biased our estimate of the degrader population abundance; therefore, we also mapped reads to a reference set of chitinase genes (Methods). (a) There was a strong correlation (Spearman’s 𝜌 = 0.73, 𝑝 < 2.2×10⁻¹⁶) between the degrader population relative abundances estimated using MAGs and the percent of reads that mapped to chitinase genes. Each dot represents one late-stage particle (𝑛 = 149). (b) If the degrader population relative abundance estimated by MAGs were a consistent approximation of the true degrader population abundance, then the wide range in the number of chitinases encoded in each degrader MAG (Fig. S6, Table S1) would be reflected in the percent of reads in each community mapping to chitinase genes. Therefore, we weighted the degrader population relative abundances by the number of chitinases in each MAG to calculate the community-weighted mean for chitinases of each late-stage particle (Methods). There was an even stronger correlation (Spearman’s 𝜌 = 0.92, 𝑝 < 2.2×10⁻¹⁶) between the chitinase community-weighted mean estimated using MAGs and the percent of reads that mapped to chitinase genes. Each dot represents one late-stage particle (𝑛 = 149). The black line represents the linear regression line (𝑅² = 0.86, 𝑝 < 2.2×10⁻¹⁶; shading indicates the 99% confidence interval). Therefore, reference MAGs captured a
representative subsample of the degraders within particle-attached communities, and predictions of chitinolytic potential were consistent between MAG- and gene-based approaches.
**Fig. S10:** The overall yield of late-stage particles is correlated with community composition.

There was a strong negative correlation between the proportion of scavengers and the number of bacterial cells in late-stage communities, estimated through qPCR (yellow dots, \( n = 142 \); Spearman’s \( \rho = -0.61, p = 4.1 \times 10^{-16} \); log-log linear regression: \( R^2 = 0.34, p = 2.5 \times 10^{-14} \)). There was a less strong, though still highly significant, positive correlation between biomass and the proportion of degraders (blue dots; Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.45, p = 1.6 \times 10^{-8} \); log-log linear regression: \( R^2 = 0.14, p = 6.0 \times 10^{-6} \)), and there was no correlation with the exploiter population (green dots; Spearman’s \( \rho = -0.11, p = 0.18 \); log-log linear regression: \( R^2 = 0.03, p = 2.7 \times 10^{-2} \)).
Fig. S11. The cell counts on single particles incubated in the same volume of seawater span several orders of magnitude, matching the range estimated for single particles incubated separately. All plots show the distributions of the proportion of a particle’s area occupied by cells.
(transformed on a log_{10} scale), estimated by visualizing particles stained with the DNA intercalating dye SYTO 9. (a) Cell count distributions for communities on single particles incubated in seawater together for 24 hours at various initial particle concentrations (top row: 807±99 particles/mL; middle row: 182±28 particles/mL; bottom row: 88±3 particles/mL; ± indicates 1 standard deviation for n = 3 replicates throughout) and at various initial cell concentrations (left column: undiluted natural seawater; middle column: seawater inoculum diluted 1:10 into 0.2µm-filtered natural seawater; right column: diluted 1:100). (b) Cell count distributions for communities on single particles incubated in seawater separately and harvested after 154-167 hours (i.e. late-stage communities).
Fig. S12. Phage-derived contigs that are coverage outliers have much higher average read coverage than bacteria-derived contigs that are coverage outliers. Given that read coverage values from metagenomic data are often noisy, it is conceivable that productive phage contigs had unusually high coverage simply due to sequencing noise. However, for contigs that were high coverage outliers, the ratio for each particle (open dots) of the average coverage of phage contigs to the average coverage of bacterial contigs was often much greater than 1 (the black horizontal dashed line). Notably, these coverage ratios were overall lowest in the initial seawater inocula and rose during the incubation period, coinciding with the timescale of increasing mean productive VMRs (Fig. 4c). This indicates that phage contigs with high coverage values represented phages that were replicating more than their bacterial hosts, rather than representing contigs with randomly higher coverage values. Furthermore, there were strong positive relationships between this coverage ratio and the total productive VMR at each time point (see each subplot for significance values; the solid lines represent the log-log linear regression lines, and shading indicates the 95% confidence intervals). Thus, as expected, the particles on which high outlier phage contig coverage was indistinguishable from high outlier bacterial contig coverage were mostly those with low productive VMRs.
**Fig. S13. Normalized intensities of individual ions over time.** The normalized intensities of ions across particles harvested after varying incubation durations are shown for ions that were significantly enriched (relative to the initial seawater) on at least 10 particles (see Methods). Gray dots indicate measurements for individual particles, and red circles represent the mean normalized intensities at each time point. Panel labels include the m/z ratio and predicted annotation for each ion (see Methods).
Fig. S14. The degrader population contributes significantly to particle-level productive VMRs. (a) Degrader MAGs (top panel, blue distribution) and exploiter MAGs (middle panel, green distribution) had significantly higher productive VMRs across late-stage particles than scavenger MAGs (bottom panel, yellow distribution) when phages were productive. Distributions depict the non-zero VMRs for each group of MAGs (dashed lines represent the means of each distribution, with degraders having a mean VMR of 76.8, exploiters 78.6, and scavengers 27.3; one-way
ANOVA: $F(998,2) = 47.4$, $p = 2.1 \times 10^{-20}$; Tukey’s HSD test: degrader-exploiter $p = 0.40$; degrader-savenger $p < 1.0 \times 10^{-7}$; exploiter-savenger $p = 1.0 \times 10^{-7}$). When instances of VMRs equaling zero are included in the distributions, degraders had a mean VMR of 5.9, exploiters 1.3, and scavengers 2.6 (one-way ANOVA: $F(14049,2) = 42.0$, $p = 6.3 \times 10^{-19}$; Tukey’s HSD test: degrader-exploiter $p < 1.0 \times 10^{-7}$; degrader-savenger $p < 1.0 \times 10^{-7}$; exploiter-savenger $p = 3.5 \times 10^{-2}$). This suggests that degraders overall experienced the most phage activation. (b) Absolute bacterial cell counts on late-stage particles ($n = 142$), estimated through qPCR, vs. each particle’s productive VMR for the MAGs in each ecological role. Cell counts were negatively correlated with productive VMRs most strongly and significantly for degraders (top panel, blue dots; Spearman’s $\rho = -0.53$, $p = 1.4 \times 10^{-11}$) and less so for exploiters (middle panel, green dots; Spearman’s $\rho = -0.26$, $p = 1.8 \times 10^{-3}$), and there was no correlation between cell counts and productive VMRs for scavengers (bottom panel, yellow dots; Spearman’s $\rho = -0.13$, $p = 0.11$). Dashed lines represent the log-log linear regression lines between cell counts and productive VMR (degraders: $R^2 = 0.19$, $p = 4.0 \times 10^{-8}$; exploiters: $R^2 = 0.10$, $p = 1.6 \times 10^{-4}$; scavengers: $R^2 = 8.7 \times 10^{-3}$, $p = 0.27$; shading indicates the 95% confidence intervals). The productive VMRs for each ecological role were also significantly different from each other, with degraders having the highest mean VMR (one-way ANOVA: $F(423,2) = 96.6$, $p = 2.9 \times 10^{-35}$; Tukey’s HSD test: degrader-exploiter $p < 1.0 \times 10^{-7}$; degrader-savenger $p = 1.7 \times 10^{-3}$; exploiter-savenger $p = < 1.0 \times 10^{-7}$). This suggests that the effect of phage activation on particle yield was largely driven by the degrader trophic level.
Fig. S15. The jackpot growth phenomenon is associated with less phage activation. (a)
Jackpot degrader MAGs (bottom panel, red distribution) had lower productive VMRs across late-stage particles than non-jackpot degraders (top panel, grey distribution). Distributions depict the non-zero VMRs for each group of MAGs (dashed lines represent the means of each distribution, with jackpot degraders having a mean VMR of 42.4 and non-jackpot degraders having a mean of 88.0; Mann-Whitney U test: \( p = 6.2 \times 10^{-15} \)). When instances of VMRs equaling zero are included in the distributions, jackpot degraders still have a lower mean VMR (1.32 vs. 12.9; Mann-Whitney U test: \( p = 1.3 \times 10^{-49} \)). (b) Jackpot particles had lower productive VMRs than non-jackpot particles. Modified version of Fig. 4e in which jackpot particles (bottom panel, red dots) are shown separately from non-jackpot particles (top panel, dark gray dots). Jackpot particles had significantly lower
productive VMRs than non-jackpot particles (dashed lines represent the means of each distribution; Mann-Whitney $U$ test: $p = 4.3 \times 10^{-8}$), even controlling for differences in biomass between these groups of particles (ANCOVA: $F(1,139) = 16.92$, $p = 4.1 \times 10^{-4}$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.09$). Both groups of particles showed significant negative relationships between biomass (estimated through qPCR) and productive VMR (jackpot particles: Spearman’s $\rho = -0.56$, $p = 1.5 \times 10^{-5}$; non-jackpot particles: Spearman’s $\rho = -0.32$, $p = 2.6 \times 10^{-3}$). The solid lines represent the log-log linear regression lines between cell counts and productive VMRs (red line for jackpot particles: $R^2 = 0.28$, $p = 3.9 \times 10^{-5}$; black line for non-jackpot particles: $R^2 = 0.08$, $p = 7.6 \times 10^{-3}$; shading indicates the 95% confidence intervals).
**Fig. S16. Numerical simulations of mathematical model #1.** The left panel shows the distribution of rescaled relative abundances averaged over MAGs. For each MAG the logarithm of the relative abundances across particles was rescaled by mean and variance, so that it had mean zero and unit variance. Lines represent averages over MAGs. Colors refer to a particular parameterization.

The right plot shows the distribution of the total biomass across particles. In all the simulations we set $\lambda = 1$ and $\bar{r} = 1$ (where the total time of the experiment was also set to be equal to 1). Different values of $s_r$ and $s_\lambda$ correspond to different colors.
Fig. S17. Numerical simulations of mathematical model #2. The left panel shows the distribution of rescaled relative abundances averaged over MAGs. For each MAG the logarithm of the relative abundances across particles was rescaled by mean and variance, so that it had mean zero and unit variance. Lines represent averages over MAGs. Colors refer to a particular parameterization. The right plot shows the distribution of the total biomass across particles. In all the simulations we set $\bar{\lambda} = 1$ and $\bar{r} = 1$ (where the total time of the experiment was also set to be equal to 1). Different values of $s_r$ and $s_\lambda$ correspond to different colors.
Fig. S18. Numerical simulations of mathematical model #3. Numerical simulations of model #3.
The panels show the same distributions as in Fig. S16. In all the simulations we set $\lambda = 1$ and $\bar{r} = 1$ (where the total time of the experiment was also set to be equal to 1). Different values of $s_r$, $s_\lambda$ and $c_r$ correspond to different colors.
Fig. S19. Numerical simulations of mathematical model #4. The panels show the same distributions as in Fig. S16. The right plot shows the distribution of the total biomass across particles. In all the simulations we set $\lambda^d = 1$, $\bar{\lambda} = 1$, and $\bar{r} = 1$ (where the total time of the experiment was also set to be equal to 1). Different values of $s_r$, $s_s$ and $c_j$ correspond to different colors.
Table S1 (separate file). Metadata accompanying metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) from this study.

Table S2 (separate file). Metadata accompanying bacteriophage-annotated sequences from this study.

Table S3 (separate file). Metadata accompanying metabolomics performed in this study.

Table S4 (separate file). Statistics on the distributions of bacteriophage-annotated sequences in accompanying metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) from this study according to the predicted MAG ecological role.

Table S5 (separate file). Metadata accompanying metagenomic samples collected in this study.

Table S6 (separate file). Accession numbers and methods for the creation of custom profile hidden Markov models (HMMs) used to annotate chitin metabolism-related genes in metagenome-assembled genomes in this study.

Table S7 (separate file). Relative abundances of metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) in each sample collected in this study.
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